
Workers compensation fraud happens more often than anyone would like to think. 
Nationwide, it costs employers and insurance companies $17 billion a year.
• Employee red  include the employee refusing light duty opportunities, “shopping” for a provider/is noncompliant with 

treatment, there is no witness to the injury, is vague on how the injury occurred.
• Employer red  include under reporting payroll and fabrication the location or type of operation.
• Medical Provider red  include billing for services not actually rendered or provided, over billing, fabricating procedures 

and unbundling services.
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Insurance coverage in all states other than Utah is provided by Advantage Workers Compensation Insurance Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
WCF Mutual Insurance Company, doing business as WCF Insurance.  Advantage is domiciled in Utah; NAIC number: 40517. Administrative office: 
P.O. Box 571918, Salt Lake City, UT 84157-1918.
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